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	The PCI-X bus will start appearing in advanced PCs within months, delivering breakthrough performance, transfer rates of up to 1.06 Gb/sec, and backward compatibility with the PCI standard. Now, there's a comprehensive guide to PCI-X, covering everything engineers and developers need to create robust, reliable PCI-X boards and software. As with all MindShare books, PCI-X System Architecture is written in an accessible, tutorial style proven to train engineers. It's based on MindShare's leading edge PCI-X course, and reflects extensive feedback and insights from hundreds of working professionals. The book presents detailed descriptions of every aspect of the PCI-X specification, including: device types and bus initialization, error detection and handling, split completion messages, and 64-bit transactions. It offers in-depth coverage of device enumeration and configuration; traffic analysis and load tuning, PCI-X bridges, electrical issues, and much more. For all computer hardware and software design engineers, and for all developers concerned with advanced PC hardware.
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Pro LCS: Live Communications Server  AdministrationApress, 2007
Pro LCS: Live Communications Server Administration will guide you on how to best leverage Microsoft's Live Communications Server 2005 (LCS) to improve your business communications. This information-packed volume includes everything you need to know about LCS, but were afraid to ask. This includes all the different clients that you can...
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Learning HighchartsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Highcharts is a popular web charting software that produces stunning and smooth animated JavaScript and HTML5 SVG graphs. It is among the leading web charting software in the market and has been used in many different sectors — from financial to social websites. Although it is built on top of jQuery, it is so simple to construct that...
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Problems & Solutions In Scientific Computing With C++ And Java SimulationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	Scientific computing is a collection of tools, techniques and theories required to develop and solve mathematical models in science and engineering on a computer. This timely book provides the various skills and techniques needed in scientific computing. The topics range in difficulty from elementary to advanced, and all the latest fields in...
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Web Matrix Developer's GuideApress, 2002

	"I1's free!" That phrase emblazons many products. Everything from coupons in

	your local grocery store to the trade paper you read this morning use that phrase.

	Web Matrix is another product that uses the phrase "It's free!" However, unlike

	many products for which free also me ans nonuseful, Web Matrix is...
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Windows Server 2008 Security Resource Kit (PRO - Resource Kit)Microsoft Press, 2008
In your opinion, which network faces the biggest security risk today:  the small office with multiple power users or large corporation with a large LUA base? 

 The unmanaged networks. I have seen very well managed and very secure networks in both small and large organizations, and I have seen poorly managed and very...
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Syntax-Based Collocation Extraction (Text, Speech and Language Technology)Springer, 2010

	Syntax-Based Collocation Extraction is the first book to offer a comprehensive, up-to-date review of the theoretical and applied work on word collocations. Backed by solid theoretical results, the computational experiments described based on data in four languages provide support for the book’s basic argument for using syntax-driven...
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